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Search Committee 
Leo M. and Elaine Krown Klein Endowed Chair in Performance Studies 
Herb Alpert School of Music 
University of California-Los Angeles 
 
Distinguished Members of the Search Committee, 
 
Please accept this letter of application to the Leo M. and Elaine Krown Klein Endowed Chair in Performance 
Studies at UCLA’s Herb Alpert School of Music. This letter may be arriving at the last minute. I just returned from 
conducting my own transcription of Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte for Andean instruments in Ecuador, but I hope to 
have compiled enough representative materials to merit your consideration. It would be a privilege to have a 
conversation about how I could be of service to such a distinguished institution of learning at this exciting juncture 
in its development.   
 
Several former students of mine sent me your call for applications, thinking I should consider it.  I was impressed by 
the description of the position in terms of the dialogue of performance and scholarship, but also for its potential for 
developing interdisciplinary research and artistic initiatives, respecting the diversity of students and their creative 
objectives, and exerting leadership in the new directions emerging in the performance of Western art music. Indeed, 
these are the principles that I would embrace to lead a program in Performance Studies. I would bring a long and 
rich experience in many aspects of music performance as a conductor, advisor, and producer. I would also share 
with students my creative and research focus on new modes of music presentation, the future of the musical arts in 
society, current performance developments in interdisciplinary arts, the artistic use of digital technologies, cross-
cultural musical exchanges, and an interest on how music contributes to both personal and social well-being. I have 
also developed administrative experience as director of a research center, and as the initiator of new doctoral 
program. I also lead an ongoing creative project in new music. As part of these activities, I have commissioned and 
premiered scores of new works.  I have been the research director of twenty-five successful doctoral final 
documents, and have been part of the research committee of several others.  I sit regularly as a member of leadership 
committees in professional music organizations, and as a juror in both government and private grant programs.  
 
I apply to the Leo M. and Elaine Krown Klein Chair in Performance Studies at an important transition in my career. 
I have arrived to a point when I must write down the insights gained during my performing activity of more than 
thirty years.  My concerts have always been informed by my scholarship; I have lectured often and widely; I have 
written all my program notes in recordings and concerts; I have organized five interdisciplinary conferences for 
composers, scholars and performers; and, as already mentioned, I have directed doctoral research for years; but only 
recently I have begun to write and send articles for publication.  I have also started two books on the chorus as an 
interdisciplinary instrument, and on masterpieces of Latin American choral music. As part of this, I am narrowing 
down the choice of conducting projects to those that support my pursuit of original research and creative work.  
More importantly, I have concluded that my academic teaching could possibly be tailored more specifically to match 
my creative and research profile. Given these factors, I found the description of the position very compelling, in that 
if I am not mistaken, it may lead to more congruence between my research, creative, and teaching areas. I have also 
reached the conviction that music schools must be proactive in proposing directions for the future of art music, even 
as they preserve the highest standards of inquiry and performance practice of the heritage of classical genres. The 
position description suggests that the Herb Alpert School of Music has a vision of training young performers of art 
music in the innovative work that could be done through constant interaction between performance, creativity, 
research, pedagogy and technology  



I have had the fortune of studying and working in musical institutions that represent a broad spectrum of art music. I 
trained as a pianist and composer in the Venezuelan conservatory system, before earning my doctorate in choral 
conducting at the Jacobs School of Music at Indiana University, frequently ranked first in the U.S. I received 
rigorous training in the canonic repertoire, and I was a keen collaborative pianist in the violin studios of Josef 
Gingold, Franco Gulli, Camilla Williams, Virginia Zeani and Nicola Rossi-Lemeni at Indiana University. During 
my early professional life I was the first foreign director of the fully professional National Chorus of Spain, with 
singers as civil servants, and helped them develop their first modern governing document. I taught at Dartmouth 
College, an Ivy League school, where I developed their first new music festival; and then I returned to the Jacobs 
School, a comprehensive music school, to lead its prestigious Latin American Music Center and teach as Professor 
of Choral Conducting and director of its Contemporary Vocal Ensemble. In twenty years as director of the Center, I 
created new courses, led five inter-American symposia, instituted a competition and a new ensemble, commissioned 
and premiered new works (including a new opera), and produced a series of thirteen recordings, among other 
achievements. Besides my administrative and academic work as Director of the Latin American Music Center, I 
served in performance and research committees, and as a fellow of the Institute for Digital Arts and Humanities. I 
continued my own professional career as a guest conductor and producing my own projects in new music and 
interdisciplinary genres, the area of music research and creative activity for which I am known. In that capacity, I 
have been a guest faculty at the University of Chicago and a bye-fellow at the University of Cambridge. I have 
served in the boards and committees of many professional organizations, including the American Composers Forum, 
the American Choral Directors Association, and the Fulbright Program, among several others.  
 
In 2012, I accepted the invitation by the University of Notre Dame to redesign their graduate program in Choral 
Conducting, including the creation of their new Doctor of Musical Arts, which is housed in their Sacred Music 
Program.  The program has been a success, and their graduates now compete advantageously for positions in 
colleges and cathedrals, winning also conducting competitions and earning major grants. Until this year, I served as 
Head of the Graduate Choral Conducting Studio, and Associate Director for Performance and Events, as well as in 
several university level committees. Most importantly, I won a $400000 grant from the Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation to create, between 2012 and 2016, four interdisciplinary music dramas related to topics in the 
humanities.   Through these productions I reached the conviction that it is imperative to educate young musicians to 
address creatively the intersections between music, technology, and society.  Foundations, corporations, and other 
major institutions in our society have become interested in the interaction between the arts and technology, and in 
the ways that artists in general and musicians in particular can address productively some perceptual and social 
issues, including matters pertaining to globalization and cross-cultural dialogue. This has led me to the exploration 
of new modes of presentation involving, among several possibilities, a revitalization of historical performance 
practices, audience interactivity, and immersive performance environments. This is not only to alleviate the 
perceived disengagement of audiences with classical art music, but rather, to assert that the arts in general, and art 
music specifically, can be at the forefront of transformations that are taking place in our society. This may force us 
to question and revalidate every aspect of our work as performers. I believe that the musical masterpieces retain their 
power of communication over time, but true art can emerge in many guises in our diverse and multifaceted world. 
Young performers must examine these possibilities with both open and rigorous minds.  

 
UCLA is a first-class and storied institution, ranked among the very best in the world. Many among its faculty and 
alumni have influenced the course of art music in the United States and abroad. Its spirit of innovation, which 
challenges old perspectives while espousing the highest standards in education and research, places it in a unique 
position to influence the future of musical performance. The Herb Alpert School of Music features a spectacular 
faculty and brilliant students. It would be an honor to be part of this artistic community and contribute to a synergy 
with the potential to make a mark for decades to come. I will look forward to the privilege of a conversation with the 
search committee. At this point, due to my present professional obligations, I will be grateful for your understanding 
of the strict confidentiality of this application.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Carmen-Helena Téllez, D.M. 


